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SUNDERLAND IN DARING CONVOY ATTACK

With the gunner working feverishly to repair a jammed front turret,
a Coastal Command Sunderland deliberately circled for half an hour within

range of enemy land-based fighters in order to attack an enemy convoy

escorted by two armed trawlers.

Then the captain of the flying boat started his run-up, Within

five minutes the Sunderland had shot down a Messerschmitt 109, a heavy

shell had burst inside the fuselage, end a blazing signal flare had been

extinguished - in the hull.

With 'both inner engines damaged, the pilot was flying blind with
his cockpit filled with black smoke.

One of the engines "packed up" completely; the other functioned

only partially. Yet the Sunderland flew home to base. An inch-long

finger scratch was the only injury suffered by any member of the crew.

The attack was made in the south-east corner of the Bay', of Biscay,

When the Sunderland, a flying boat of .an Australian squadron,

sighted the convoy the two trawlers opened fire with concentrated heavy
and light flak at 2,000 yards# The Sunderland prepared to attack.

Then it was found that the front turret had jammed.

Since a successful attack depended to a considerable extent upon

the ability of the front-gunner to silence the ack-ack fire as the

Sunderland closed, the captain decided to circle the ships and let the

gunner repair the turret although he knew that the trawlers would

almost certainly S.O.S. for land-based fighter protection.

Half an hour later, the (Manage had been, repaired and the pilot

began his run-up. As the ships again opened fire a Messerschmitt 109

appeared.

Calmly continuing the run-up, the captain of the Sunderland left

the Messerschmitt to his gunners while he took slight evasive action

against the "flak".



On the first attack the Messerschmitt over-shot hut, coming in

again on the starboard', side, it opened up with cannon and machine-gun
fire.

baiting until they had the iT
e* within range, both the midships

and rear-gunners .of the Sunderland poured tracer bullets into the

attacker as it closed and the front gunner let it have a final, burst

as it flew across just below the flying boat's nose,

The Messerschmitt went past in a gradual dive, but almost at

once the Sunderland's front-gunner saw a wisp of smoke case from its

fuselage, and a moment later, bursting, into flames, it crashed

vertically into the sea.

At that precise moment a heavy shell, believed to be of about

3.8 calibre, smashed into the Sunderland's hull and exploded. The

nosecap ripped through six bulkheads, before its- force was spent. One

fragment flow diagonally upwards, shipped a piece of the wheel of the

control column and whipped past the captain's face and out through the

porthole beside him. He felt the wind of it.

Another splinter set fire to a marine’ distress flare. The cockpit

was instantly filled with smoke, and the flare flamed up dangerously.

The navigator of the flying boat, whose aim the shell had disturbed

at the last moment so that his bombs.missed the trailers, joined "with

the second pilot officer in extinguishing the flare. He finally picked
it up and threw; it overboard still burning.

The pilot could not see his instrument panel for smoke but he banked

away and began the long flight heme.

Both inner - engines of the Sunderland began to give trouble, and

soon the port inner, stopped, while the starboard inner functioned only

partially as tho oil tank had been holed by a splinter.

The pilot had to ‘’hold’' the aircraft in the air all the way home.

"We were all set at one time to ditch the Sunderland, 51 the captain

said, - "he had the dinghies all prepared,, but we managed to get
rid of a lot of weight by jettisoning our anchor and other movable

stuff and we got hone all right.

"Within a couple of hours of alighting at base the Sunderland

was up on the tarmac and the ground crews were busy Linking her ready
for another trip into the Bay of Biscay,"
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